
 

REALSING™ CERTIFICATION DOCUMENTATION 

I, ______________________ do hereby confirm on this date, _____________ that 

with regards to my participation in the recording called _____________________, 

by the artist/group named ____________________________, absolutely no vocal 

tuning or vocal pitch alteration was used in any stage of the recording or mixing of 

the lead or primary vocals.  

Note: The Artist, Producer and Engineer must each sign and return individual forms 

to be eligible for RealSing Certification, so please organize that prior to paying your 

fee. If the Artist, Producer or Engineer serve in multiple capacities they will check 

the appropriate multiple boxes on the submission form. In this case a copy of the 

recording’s credits/notes must accompany the submitted form. If no credits/notes 

exist please accompany the form with an attachment explaining the multiple roles 

of the Artist, Producer or Engineer.  

Reminder: If individual tracks on your recording utilize Auto-tune as an obvious 

"novelty" effect, as opposed to pitch modification then the relevant track/s must be 

listed as an attachment to the return form and an mp3 of the track/s e-mailed to 

RealSing™. The RealSing Collective will review those tracks and render a final 

certification decision. Regardless, at least 80% of the recording must be deemed 

totally free of "novelty" vocal enhancement and 100% free of pitch correction to be 

eligible for certification. If your entire recording is certified with RealSing then any 

tracks in that recording are implicitly also certified, including the “novelty” use 

tracks (which will have already been certified as free of pitch correction). You may 

indicate the certification number in the description attendant to each track on your 

site and if you have image download capability you may download the RealSing™ 

http://www.realsing.org


logo (which we will provide as an e mail attachment) for use adjacent to only the 

certified tracks, not your entire website. 

 

My professional role(s) in this recording was (check one or more): 

 Vocalist 

 Producer 

 Engineer 

 Other  

 

_________________________ 

Signature 

_________________________ 

E Mail Address 

_________________________                       

Phone Number 

_________________________ 

My Website Link 

Please return your completed form by mail, fax or e-mail scan: 

MAIL: RealSing™,     c/o myMuse LLC    P.O. Box 1630,   Topanga,   Ca. 90290 

FAX: 310-455-3170    Attention RealSing™ Coordinator 

E-MAIL:   assistant@artisttribe.com  

Note: If you include a link to your website we will attach that link adjacent to the 

certification number on the RealSing™ website. Additionally, in the unlikely event 

that your submitted recording is questioned by the RealSing reviewers, you may be 

asked to submit a solo vocal track or lead vocal stems to assist in the final review. 
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